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1 Introduction

Motivation and goal

Dating back at least to Akerlof (1970), we know that markets may not function well when they

are plagued with adverse selection. When sellers know the quality of their goods, but buyers

only have statistical information about this quality in the entire population, in particular,

markets may break down or only low-quality goods—usually called lemons—may be traded.

In this paper, we explore the so-called Lemons Problem when the set of sellers is partitioned

in a finite number of groups and there is statistical information about the sellers’ distribution

of types for each of these groups. Can a seller partition solve the Lemons Problem for the

buyer(s)?

Model and main insights

To elaborate, suppose that an agent—the buyer—wants to buy a given number of items (for

example, used cars) of high quality, and that she can buy them from several individuals—the

sellers—each of whom owns one item. For the sake of clarity, throughout the paper, we use

“she” to refer to the buyer and “he” to refer to any seller. Items can be of high quality or

low quality, and the quality of a particular item is private information of the seller. Sellers’

valuations of their own commodity are exogenously given—more on this in Section 3—, are

equal across types, and are higher for high-quality items than for low-quality items. The buyer,

for her part, values low-quality and high-quality items at least as much as the sellers, and she

has a budget for buying (high-quality) items.

We analyze the buyer’s problem under the assumptions that (i) the pool of sellers can be

divided into several groups according to some characteristic other than item quality (and item

valuation), say location or age, and that (ii) the buyer has information about the (relative)

number of high-quality items across groups. For instance, the set of all used cars could be

partitioned in a way that each group consists of all used cars whose owners live in a particular

region or city. A seller partition may arise exogenously but can also be (further) configured

endogenously by the buyer. For large (continuous) populations, our results apply for any

random partition of the sellers, provided that the ex ante type distribution for the entire

population of sellers is known.

The existence of a partition of sellers allows the buyer to employ a (non-direct) mechanism—

which we call a Devil’s Menu—consisting of several price offers and allocation rules with which

she can separate high-quality sellers from low-quality sellers. The payment each seller is

promised depends on his own behavior but is also contingent on the aggregate behavior of

all the partition groups. This creates downward competition between low-quality sellers across

the different partition groups which induces all the sellers to report their type truthfully. The

buyer then purchases all (or some) high-quality goods from a predetermined number of groups,
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each at a price equal to the willingness to sell of the high-quality sellers. Some low-quality

items also have to be bought by the buyer, yet at a lower, or even negligible, price—this is

further discussed below. The extent of the surplus that the buyer can extract from the sellers

then depends on the number of free parameters used in the Devil’s Menu (more parameters,

larger surplus extraction) and on the extent to which items can be bought sequentially (more

sequential voting, larger surplus extraction). In the absence of a seller partition, a Devil’s Menu

becomes largely ineffective.

A Devil’s Menu: Mechanism description

A Devil’s Menu is a four-stage procedure. In Stage 1, the buyer offers the sellers the possibility

to send one of two messages, called h (high) and l (low). These messages can be used by the

sellers to reveal their quality type. As a key feature, the price that each seller is offered in

exchange for his item depends on the message sent and on the (final) status of the group to

which he belongs. The latter is determined in Stage 3. Accordingly, each message leads to one

of two possible prices and thus the procedure involves four prices in total.

In Stage 2, sellers send one message at most—they can also choose not to participate in the

mechanism. We stress that sellers do not know which price will ultimately prevail when they

send the message.

In Stage 3, the status is determined for all groups. A group has the status selected if the ratio of

the number of h messages to the number of high-quality sellers is among the set of the lowest q

ratios for all groups, with ties being broken by fair randomization. Parameter q must be strictly

lower than the number of groups upon which the pool of sellers is divided. Then, the prices

offered to sellers for each message sent are set in accordance with the following properties. The

price offered to sellers who sent h and whose group is selected is equal, or slightly above, the

valuation and thus willingness to sell of the high-quality buyers. The price offered to sellers

who sent h and whose group is not selected is also positive, but (arbitrarily) small. The prices

offered to sellers who sent l are low, no matter whether their group is selected or not, but are

higher than the price offered to sellers who sent h and whose group is not selected.

In Stage 4, all sellers can decide whether they want to sell their item at the price determined

in Stage 3. Because sellers can walk away after sending their message, a Devil’s Menu is not a

direct mechanism. It also means that our mechanism does not require any commitment power

on the part of the sellers. For her part, the buyer must be committed at least to the allocation

rule and to buying the items at the prices announced—more on this below.

Assuming that no weakly dominated strategy is played, the high-quality sellers’ behavior under

a Devil’s Menu is very simple: they send message h and agree to sell their goods only if the

price eventually offered to them is at least as high as their valuation. By contrast, a Devil’s

Menu puts low-quality sellers into the following dilemma: Sending message h is more attractive,

as long as their group is selected. However, by sending such a message, these sellers increase
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their group’s ratio of h messages to high-quality sellers, thereby raising the risk that the group

will not be selected. For non-selected groups, by contrast, prices are very low regardless of the

message sent, albeit marginally higher if message l was sent than if message h was sent. This

means, in particular, that low-quality sellers should send message l if they anticipate that their

group will not be selected with high probability.

Main (technical) results

We show that by setting the four prices of a Devil’s Menu appropriately, the buyer induces

a unique equilibrium of the underlying (Bayesian) game, in which all sellers report their type

truthfully. That is, sellers with a high-quality item send message h, while sellers with a low-

quality item send message l. Moreover, sellers sell their item to the buyer at the prevailing

price, with the exception of high-quality sellers whose group has not been selected. In the

unique equilibrium, all groups therefore have the same ratio of h messages to high-quality

items, namely one. This implies that there is the same positive probability that any group is

selected. Then, the four-price scheme ensures that the price that low-quality sellers expect to

be offered in exchange for their item if they send message l is higher than the certain payoff

associated with sending message h in a non-selected group. This first result constitutes the weak

form of a Devil’s Menu. It guarantees that the price low-quality sellers receive in exchange for

their item is significantly lower than the valuation of high-quality sellers, although it is not

negligible. The mechanism can be adjusted easily so that the buyer only buys a subset of the

items whose sellers sent message h; the rest of such sellers are offered zero.

We prove three further results about a Devil’s Menu. First, running this mechanism sequentially

and targeting all, or some, high-quality items of only one group each time reduces the budget

the buyer spends, since it lowers the price eventually paid for low-quality items. Second,

this latter price can, in fact, be set arbitrarily low, thereby eliminating almost all superfluous

expenditures. The buyer’s budget can then be used almost entirely for high-quality items. This

is the strong form of a Devil’s Menu. There are two variants of a Devil’s Menu that ensure

this: on the one hand, the price associated with message h in a non-selected group can be

made arbitrarily low—up to the point where only three different prices are actually offered—

although this entails the possibility that additional equilibria may exist. On the other hand, a

more sophisticated six-price Devil’s Menu may be used, which again ensures uniqueness of the

equilibrium targeted. This latter variant requires that the buyer offers two different prices to

sellers who sent message l and belong to selected groups, based on the groups’ interim status.

Finally, although in the description of all variants of a Devil’s Menu we impose that the buyer

buys all low-quality items, this is not necessary. With six prices, the suggested mechanism can

be easily modified so that the buyer is committed to buying the commodity only from those

sellers who sent message l and belong to a selected group with some exogenously given positive

probability, which can be arbitrarily low (and, in particular, need not be equal to one). This

enables the buyer to acquire much fewer low-quality items.
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Contribution

The variant of the classical Lemons Problem that we explore comprises multiple sellers and

one (big) buyer with a budget for high-quality items and is augmented by one crucial feature:

seller partition.1 Our main insight is that this feature resolves the Lemons Problem for the

buyer because it enables her to use a Devil’s Menu. This is an important result that advances

knowledge about markets in general. Yet its relevance extends to other domains. For instance,

our results indicate a number of ways in which a collective decision taken by some (political)

body through voting can be manipulated by a third party even if the latter’s pocket is not very

deep.

Next, suppose momentarily that the buyer can commit to a single execution of the mechanism,

that there is certainty about the total number of high-quality sellers in the population, and

that there are no sellers who want to sabotage the market. Under these three circumstances,

there is a much simpler mechanism than a Devil’s Menu that allows the buyer to acquire the

desired number of high-quality items at a price equal to the sellers’ willingness to sell without

incurring any additional expenses, even in the absence of seller partition. However, this is

a knife-edge result for this simple mechanism. By contrast, the above three conditions are

not needed for the buyer’s full (or partial) surplus extraction from the sellers via a Devil’s

Menu. This allows us to conclude that the latter is a robust mechanism. In our baseline model,

we proceed with strong commitment power, no uncertainty about the type distribution, and

absence of saboteurs. Doing so makes our results more transparent and helps us to later assess

how a Devil’s Menu can deal with the complications when we relax such conditions.

Applications

We offer several applications of our results. First, while the buyer may use the acquired items

for herself as consumption goods, the fact that a Devil’s Menu allows the buyer to elicit the

quality of the items could alternatively lead her to adopt a market maker role and resell the

items of known quality—see Section 7.1. If the (benevolent) buyer could credibly announce

the quality of goods—say, because she has the means to make the original h and l messages

available to participants in the resale market—, she could then eliminate the Lemons Problem

for any potential (small) buyer. Of course, a malevolent buyer could also abuse her market

power for activities that are undesirable from a social perspective. In Section 7.2.2, we discuss

a noteworthy example of this scenario in a voting context.

Second, a Devil’s Menu can be applied when there is another agent beyond the buyer and the

sellers—say, a central authority—that can verify the quality of an item upon request and is

committed to buying any item from any seller who wants to sell at a given price. This pins

down the valuation of all sellers and makes such reservation prices equal across types. The

1Since the buyer wants to buy a (possibly very large) number of items even if she exhausts her budget, we
can refer to her as a big buyer.
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scenario analyzed in Section 7.2.2 is also a good example of this application of our results.

Third, the market setup we analyze, with one buyer and multiple sellers, is equivalent from a

formal perspective to a setup in which a political body made up of several members or voters

must decide through voting which of two alternatives to implement, and in which there is an

external adversary who wants to buy some votes. By doing so, the adversary—who can be

a lobbying group or a special interest group—seeks to influence the political body’s decision.

For the application of our results, it suffices to identify the sellers with the voters and the

buyer with the adversary (see Section 7.2.1). Our main insight is that by using a Devil’s Menu,

the adversary can capture the political body—say, a committee or an entire polity—relatively

cheaply without overspending due to the fact that individual voter preferences are private.

Fourth and last, a Devil’s Menu opens up new possibilities for the use of large, albeit anonymized,

datasets about sellers of particular items. Typically, such datasets can be obtained from ser-

vice providers. These providers are not allowed by law to sell information about any particular

individual seller type, but as a general rule, they can sell aggregated data about groups of

potential sellers, e.g., the share of high-quality items. The spread of mechanisms based on a

Devil’s Menu could foster the further development of such datasets.

Organization of the paper

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the literature most

closely related to our paper. In Section 3 we present our baseline model. In Section 4 we

introduce a Devil’s Menu with four prices and show its weak form. In Section 5 we analyze

alternative forms of a Devil’s Menu, including two variants of its strong form. In Section 6 we

show the robustness of a Devil’s Menu when the number of high-quality items in each group

is not known, the buyer cannot commit to a single execution of a mechanism, and there are

market saboteurs. In Section 7 we discuss various applications of a Devil’s Menu. Section 8

concludes. The proofs are in the Appendix.

2 Connection to the Literature

The two main approaches explored in the literature to alleviate the Lemons Problem are buyer

screening and seller signaling, depending on who moves (first). In both areas, the literature

is very extensive; we refer to Riley (2001) for an early survey on the topic. As to classic pa-

pers, Stiglitz (1975) studied screening under different institutions, while Spence (1973) showed

how high-quality sellers can distinguish themselves from low-quality sellers by using carefully

designed costly signals to signal their own quality. Related to our paper, Kim (2012) (see

also Fang, 2001; Mailath et al., 2000) showed that low-quality sellers may have incentives to

separate themselves endogenously from high-quality sellers in order to become attractive to
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multiple buyers, by eliminating these buyer’s uncertainty.2 This partially resolves the asym-

metric information problem and allows the realization of trade gains, while offering a rationale

for the co-existence of multiple market places.3 We contribute to this literature by showing

how general partitions of the pool of sellers based on characteristics other than quality can help

to solve the lemons problem for a single buyer, even if she does not have deep pockets and

regardless of how low the proportion of high-quality items is in the population. It suffices for

her to use a Devil’s Menu.

The latter insights are valid even if there are saboteurs and/or the buyers’ commitment power

is limited and her information about the number of high-type sellers is scant. If none of

these assumptions holds, a much simpler mechanism achieves the same goal as the Devil’s

Menu without using the seller partition. This simple mechanism is reminiscent of classical one-

principal-multiple-agents mechanisms such as those considered by Crémer and McLean (1988)

in the context of auctions and by Piketty (1993) in the context of taxation. Complementary to

these papers, we show that the principal (the buyer) can extract all the surplus from the agents

(the sellers) by having the individual payoffs to the latter depend on the actions chosen by all

agents in a particular way. To be able to do so, the principal must have some information about

the agents’ type distribution. We differ insofar that our results do not rely on the assumption

that the principal must know the exact number of agents (sellers) of each type as in Piketty

(1993), nor is it necessary for the principal to know the degree to which the (interim) agents’

beliefs about the type distributions are correlated as in Crémer and McLean (1988).4 Provided

the buyer knows the number of high-type agents in each group relative to the others, what

drives surplus extraction by the buyer in our model is the existence of different groups of

sellers. These groups are needed to induce downward competition between them via a Devil’s

Menu. We also differ from the above papers in that, by considering several variants of a Devil’s

Menu, we can relate the level of surplus extraction to the number of free parameters of the

menu price and to the extent to which items can be bought sequentially.

It is often the case that beyond statistical information about item quality in the market, buyers

and/or sellers might have access to other type of information, such as seller partition, post-

purchase repair rate (Peterson and Schneider, 2017), the sellers’ past trading history (Kim,

2017), quality certification (Elfenbein et al., 2015), or the existence of middlemen (Biglaiser

and Friedman, 1994). Because our mechanism can be used by a market maker to reopen a

market, we also contribute to the particular strand of literature that examines how to restore

efficiency in markets for lemons (see e.g Daley and Green, 2012, for a dynamic setup with news

arrival). A host of different public policy interventions, including government purchases, are

2Mailath et al. (2000) also considers a seller (worker) characteristic that is not payoff-relevant, but their
dynamic setup focuses on two-sided search and is thus very different from ours.

3Adverse selection has also been studied in social networks (see e.g Lin et al., 2013).
4From a technical viewpoint, we also differ from Crémer and McLean (1988) and Piketty (1993) insofar

that we deal with uncertainty about the ex post type distribution by focusing neither on dominant strategy
equilibria nor on Bayesian equilibria, but rather on ex post Nash equilibria.
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discussed in Moreno and Wooders (2016) for general lemons markets. Restricting opportunities

for trade after an initial round of trade is shown to be optimal in Fuchs and Skrzypacz (2015).

There is an extensive literature on lobbying and vote-buying, and in general about the problem

how a collective decision taken through voting can be affected by monetary payments (bribes)

made by a third party (see e.g. Buzard and Saiegh, 2016; Dekel et al., 2008; Felgenhauer and

Grüner, 2008; Finan and Schechter, 2012; Groseclose and Snyder, 1996; Le Breton and Salanié,

2003; Louis-Sidois and Musolff, 2020; Schneider, 2014). The paper that is closest to ours is

Dal Bo (2007). Both his paper and ours show that political bodies may be vulnerable to external

influence and that acquiring this influence can be done very cheaply by such a third party (also

called adversary). The key feature is that through payment promises that are contingent

on individual and aggregate voter behavior the adversary can create competition among the

voters that allows her to capture the political body and dictate the outcome. The difference

with Dal Bo (2007) is that our mechanism is more robust—against lack of commitment, lack

of information, and presence of saboteurs—and that the main source of inefficiency for the

adversary is that she needs to tell apart the voters who share her same preferences from those

who do not.

In the paper we also discuss how new technologies such as blockhain and smart contracts offer

a way of implementing our mechanism in real-world environments. We are not the only ones

to suggest the possibility that technological change can provide new means to alleviate the

asymmetric information problem in a lemons market (see e.g. Aoyagi and Adachi, 2018; Cong

and He, 2019; O’Dair and Owen, 2019; Zavolokina et al., 2019). We contribute to this strand

of literature by providing and analyzing a new buying mechanism.

Finally, our analysis can be interpreted as an exercise in mechanism design without commitment

to a single application of our mechanism. This theme has been explored in other contexts

by Skreta (2006, 2015), who studied mechanism design problems where the designer cannot

commit to not repeating the mechanism from a dynamic perspective. In the absence of full

commitment power, it is well known that the revelation principle cannot be generically applied

(see e.g. Freixas et al., 1985; Hart and Tirole, 1988) and mechanisms that are not direct—such

as a Devil’s Menu—may have to be considered.5 From the perspective of the mechanism-design

literature that focuses on the role of commitment, our contribution is to show that lack of buyer

commitment power can be compensated with seller partition to resolve the adverse selection

problem faced by the buyer. From the general perspective of mechanism design, we also add

to the well-know results on VCG mechanisms (Clarke, 1971; Groves, 1973; Vickrey, 1961) by

introducing a (non-direct) mechanism that induces all sellers to reveal their type truthfully,

and minimizes the transfers needed to attain the optimal solution for the designer (viz. the

5We refer to Bó and Hakimov (2020) for a recent paper on sequential revelation mechanisms.
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buyer).6 To be effective, the mechanism we propose requires the buyer to have additional,

non-payoff-related information about the sellers (at least for finite populations of sellers).

3 The Baseline Model

3.1 A problem with many sellers and one buyer

There is a finite set of risk-neutral sellers denoted by N . Each seller i ∈ N owns one item and

may be of one of two types: if ti = H, he has a high-quality item; if ti = L, he has a low-

quality item.7 The former sellers are henceforth called high-quality sellers, the latter low-quality

sellers. Types are privately known. For simplicity, we assume that the sellers’ valuation for a

high-quality item is V > 0, with the seller’s valuation for a low-quality item being normalized

to 0. This assumption suffices to generate an adverse selection problem.8 The utility of seller

i ∈ N when selling an item of quality vi ∈ {0, V } and receiving a monetary transfer ti is9

ui(vi, ti) = −vi + ti.

In Section 6.3 we consider the possibility that one or a few of the sellers owning a low-type

commodity want to sabotage the market. Considering this does not affect the results we obtain

for our baseline setup.

There is also a buyer, henceforth denoted by B, with a budget b > 0. Her (quasi-linear) utility

depends on the number of high-quality items she has acquired, mh, and the total transfers t

spent on acquiring items—either of high or low quality—as follows:

uB(mh, t) = α ·min{mh,m} − t. (1)

In equation (1), m is a fixed positive number that is lower than the total number of high-quality

sellers and α > 0 denotes the importance of high-quality items relative to money. We assume

that b and α are sufficiently large so that we can think of B’s preferences as being lexicographic

first in the number of high-quality items bought (up to m), and second in the budget that is left

after buying these (and other) items. Such an assumption is not needed for the definition of our

mechanism, and the mechanism would still work under less stringent assumptions.10 Hence,

6For mechanism design approaches that could be used for solving special cases of the Lemons Problem,
see Börgers (2015).

7As is common in the literature, we assume that item quality is exogenously given. We refer to Kawai
(2014) for a model in which quality can be endogenously determined by the seller.

8Valuations are obtained from the utility sellers derive from consuming or using the good. They represent
the amount of money sellers would need to receive in exchange for the good so that their utility remains the
same.

9It suffices that ui(vi, ti) is decreasing in vi and increasing in ti.
10The analysis becomes, however, much more cumbersome if the buyer varies the number of items she wants

to buy with small variations of the expected expenditures.
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a necessary condition for B’s utility to be maximized is that she buys m high-quality items,

provided that she does not violate her budget constraint. In the standard literature on adverse

selection typically assumed that the (risk-neutral) buyer(s) has a maximum willingness-to-pay

for each quality type and that, conditional on the prior information available, she is not willing

to trade, despite the fact that she would do so if she knew the true quality. Instead, we consider

a buyer with large willingness to pay for m high-quality items, who is only constrained by her

budget.11

Of course, for any item it must be that the buyer’s valuation is at least as much as the valuation

of a seller owning such an item. This occurs when the buyer’s consumption level is higher than

that of the sellers or when as a result of the buyer acquiring sufficiently many (good-quality)

items, the buyer can change the outside market structure that determines the valuations of all

participants in the (new) market. For instance, a big buyer can have access to further markets

or affect the ratio of high-quality items to good-quality items in the population—say, by not

dumping some low-quality items into the market—in a way that all (remaining) goods are

traded regardless of quality. This is further discussed in Section 7.1.

3.2 The buyer’s problem: first-best and second-best solutions

To attain the above goal of buying m high-quality items, buyer B must devise a (potentially

stochastic) mechanism, denoted by M , to buy commodities from the sellers at some stipulated

prices. Recall that for the execution(s) of the mechanism, buyer B has budget b, whose lower

bound is given below—see (6). The budget b may represent the buyer’s entire budget or just the

part she has committed to for the execution of a given mechanism.12 The optimality problem

faced by B can be therefore formulated as follows:

max
M

E[uB(mh, t)|M ]

s.t. t ≤ b. (2)

In our setup, finding a mechanism M that yields a maximizer of (2) is not feasible. This is

because seller participation cannot be enforced and because high-quality sellers will never sell

their commodities at a price lower than V . Thus, the (constrained) first-best solution from the

11One could include more buyers in the model. Yet, as long as one of the buyers is much bigger (i.e. has
a much larger budget) than the other buyers combined, our results would not change substantially and only
some small inefficiencies would arise. Our focus on market makers—see e.g. Section 7.1—provides a rationale
for the assumption that there is one (big) buyer, which in turns makes the analysis more transparent and less
cumbersome. We refer to Muthoo and Mutuswami (2011) for a paper on the market for lemons with one buyer
and several sellers. Other papers in the literature investigate the other polar case in which there is only one
seller (see e.g Daley and Green, 2012). The case of one buyer is a reasonable assumption if our setup is used to
model political influence—see Section 7.2.1.

12For instance, committing a certain amount of money for the execution of a mechanism can be easily done
through smart contracts (see Section 7.3).
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perspective of the buyer is characterized by mh = m and t = m · V , which we write as

z∗ := (m,m · V ). (3)

In the first-best solution, the buyer acquires m high-quality (and possibly some low-quality)

commodities at the willingness to sell by the sellers holding such items or, equivalently, at the

competitive price in the market for both types of commodities. While z∗ can be attained in

some variants of a Devil’s Menu, we also analyze different variants of our mechanism that yield

z∗∗ := (m,x),

with m · V < t ≤ b. Any solution z∗∗ is called second-best. For simplicity, we initiate our

analysis with the assumption that the buyer can commit to a single execution of a mechanism.

Later, in Section 6.2, we show that such an assumption is not needed for our results.

3.3 Seller partition

A key ingredient of our model is that the set N can be partitioned into k̄ > 1 groups N1, . . . , Nk̄,

with nH
k > 0 and nL

k > 0 denoting the number of sellers of high type and low type within Nk,

respectively, for all k ∈ {1, . . . , k̄}. For now, we assume that (nH
k , n

L
k )k̄k=1 is known to the buyer.

In Section 6.1 we show that this assumption can be relaxed without affecting our results.

For any set S, it is convenient to have s denote its cardinality. Then, we let nk := nH
k + nL

k ,

for all k ∈ {1, . . . , k̄}, and n := n1 + . . . + nk̄ denote the total number of sellers in each of

the groups and in the entire population, respectively. Additionally, we let nL := nL
1 + . . .+ nL

k̄

and nH := n− nL denote the total number of high-quality and low-quality sellers in the whole

population, respectively.

3.4 Recasting the buyer’s goal

Finally, assume momentarily that

nH
k = nH/k̄ for all k ∈ {1, . . . , k̄}, (4)

and

m = q · (nH/k̄), (5)

for some q < k̄. That is, all groups have the same number of high-quality items, and the buyer

is interested in buying all high-quality items from exactly q subgroups. Unless stated otherwise,

we proceed on the simplifying assumption that B’s goal is to devise a mechanism that allows

her to buy high-quality commodities of exactly q groups, at a minimal cost. Under (4) and (5),
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this follows naturally from (1) and (2). When the number of high-quality items varies across

groups, such an assumption makes exposition simpler but is not crucial for our results. The

mechanism(s) we present can easily be adjusted to the general case in which the seller wants to

buy a lower number of items from q groups. It suffices for buyer B to add a final stage to the

mechanism(s) we consider, in which she will effectively buy the items from the selected groups

at the prevailing prices only for certain sellers, who are chosen by randomization. Adding this

stage does not change the equilibrium behavior of sellers, no matter their type.

4 A Devil’s Menu

In this section, we introduce and analyze a mechanism—called a Devil’s Menu—that relies on

the partition of the set of sellers in different groups. Before we start, note that to buy the

high-quality items from any q groups, a first attempt based on brute force approach would be

for buyer B to try and buy all commodities at a price V + ε, for some ε > 0 arbitrarily small.

Doing so is feasible if B’s budget, denoted by b, is large enough. It suffices to assume that

b ≥ max
S⊆{1,...,k̄},s=q

[
(V + ε) ·

∑
k∈S

nk

]
. (6)

The right-hand side in the above inequality is the amount the buyer would have to spend if

she bought all items from an arbitrary selection of q groups. To do this, she would offer to

pay V + ε to all sellers in these groups in exchange for their items. Because the price offered

to the sellers would be higher than their item valuation, regardless of the type of item they

hold, they would all accept the transaction. Note that in equation (6) we use the maximum

over all possible subsets of groups, since the mechanisms we introduce do not allow buyer B to

choose q specific groups.

It is clear that the brute-force attack is very inefficient, since the buyer has to buy all items,

of high quality and of low quality, at the same high price, namely V + ε. In particular, a

second-best solution z∗∗ is attainable through this brute-force attack only if budget b is very

large. In what follows, we show that buyer B can achieve her goal more efficiently—i.e., better

second-best solutions z∗∗, or even the first-best solution z∗, can be attained—if she uses a

Devil’s Menu.

We start by describing the mechanism that guarantees that the buyer can buy all high-quality

items in q groups, each at a price V + ε, without having to pay this same amount for all low-

quality items in these groups. As a tie-breaking rule, we assume henceforth that the individual

seller does not offer his item to the buyer if his valuation of the item is equal to the price offered

by the buyer. The mechanism works as follows:

1. Buyer B offers all sellers the possibility to send two messages (if at all): message h or

12



message l. Depending on the ratio of messages h to high-quality sellers across groups,

buyer B selects q groups, as formulated in Step 3 below. Moreover, B offers the following

prices for items:

message h message l

group selected pse1 = V + ε pse2 = θ

group not selected pns1 = ε pns2 = 2ε

Table 1: A Devil’s Menu with four prices—depending on the message sent (column) and the

final status of the seller’s group (row).

In this four-price procedure, ε > 0 is assumed to be arbitrarily small, while θ satisfies

2ε < θ ≤ V − ε.13

2. Each seller sends one of the two messages or none. For each k ∈ {1, . . . , k̄}, we let mk be

the number of sellers from Nk who sent message h, and we set ρk := mk/n
H
k .14

3. Assume w.l.o.g that ρ1 ≤ ρ2 ≤ . . . ≤ ρk̄ and let ρ := ρq. Then define the following three

sets of groups:

C = {Nk|k ∈ {1, . . . , k̄}, ρk < ρ},

T = {Nk|k ∈ {1, . . . , k̄}, ρk = ρ},

O = {Nk|k ∈ {1, . . . , k̄}, ρk > ρ}.

C, T,O are abbreviations for chosen, tied, and omitted, respectively. Accordingly, we have

k̄ = c + t + o and t ≥ max{1, q − c}. All groups in C are selected by buyer B. From

the set T , q− c groups are chosen by fair randomization, so that their final status is also

selected. That is, a group in T has a probability q−c
t

of being selected by the mechanism—

and then belonging to T is its interim status. The final status of the remaining groups is

non-selected.

4. Once all groups have been assigned their final status—and hence the price offered to each

applicant has been determined—, these sellers decide whether to sell their item at the

prevailing price or not. As to buyer B, she is obliged to buy.

A Devil’s Menu is a procedure involving four prices in which sellers sequentially commit, first,

to a subset of prices for the particular message sent, and, second, to the possibility of selling

13The reason why we require θ ≤ V − ε and not only θ < V becomes clear in Section 5.3.
14Our results also hold if we define ρ := mk − nHk .
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their item once the final price has been determined for the message type they sent. These final

prices depend on the choices made by all the sellers. In turn, the buyer commits to the correct

execution of the mechanism—in Section 7.3, we discuss ways how the buyer can commit to the

protocol underlying the mechanism. It is useful to display the (expected) payoff matrices of

sellers. Since a low-quality seller has zero reservation price and hence he always sells his item

in Step 4, his expected payoff is given in Table 2.

C T O

h V + ε q−c
t
· (V + ε) + t−q+c

t
· ε ε

l θ q−c
t
· θ + t−q+c

t
· 2ε 2ε

Table 2: Expected payoff of a low-quality seller in a Devil’s Menu with four prices—depending

on the message sent (row) and the final status of the seller’s group (column).

High-quality sellers do not sell their item if their group is not chosen, nor they sell their item if

they have sent message l. In either case, they are offered a price below their reservation price.

By not selling, they end up with a payoff of V . Their expected payoff is given in Table 3.

C T O

h V + ε q−c
t
· (V + ε) + t−q+c

t
· V V

l V V V

Table 3: The expected payoff of a high-quality seller in a Devil’s Menu with four prices—

depending on the message sent (row) and the final status of the seller’s group (column).

4.1 The weak form of a Devil’s Menu

With the four-price Devil’s Menu in place, and taking the optimal choices of Step 4 discussed

above into account, we can define a (simultaneous-move) Bayesian game, which we denote

by G4. The player set is N , and for each seller i, the strategy set is Si = {l, h, ∅} and the type

set is Ti = {L,H}. The payoff matrices are given by Tables 2 and 3, with the selection of groups

determined in accordance with Step 3 of the Devil’s Menu. The following observations follow

immediately: First, for each seller, to abstain and not to send a message is weakly dominated

by sending message h (for high-quality sellers) and sending message l (for low-quality sellers).

We assume that no player plays a weakly dominated strategy, so that all sellers accept to
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participate in a Devil’s Menu and send a message.15 This implies that, effectively, we can

consider Si = {l, h} for each seller i. Second, for a high-quality seller, sending message h

weakly dominates sending message l. After these observations, we obtain our first main result.

For the remainder of the paper and unless specified otherwise, a Bayesian Nash equilibrium in

which weakly dominated strategies are eliminated is simply called an equilibrium.

Theorem 1. [Weak form of a Devil’s Menu] Suppose θ ≥ q
k̄
· V + 2ε. Then the strat-

egy profile σ∗ in which all low-quality sellers send message l and all high-quality sellers send

message h is the only equilibrium of game G4.

Proof. See Appendix.

The rationale for the functioning of a Devil’s Menu with four prices as described in Theorem 1

is clear. By offering different prices—whose realizations depend on the sellers’ behavior, both

at group level and aggregate level—, low-quality sellers are trapped. These sellers would like to

send message h and simultaneously ensure that their group is selected by the buyer. Sending a

message h, however, reduces their group’s chances to be selected. As a consequence, a Devil’s

Menu generates downward pressure on ρ1, . . . , ρk̄, which results in only high-quality sellers

sending message h in all groups. In particular, only high-quality sellers of the selected groups

are paid the high price V + ε, with low-quality sellers in these same groups obtaining θ instead.

In turn, low-quality sellers in non-selected groups obtain 2ε. High-quality sellers in non-selected

groups do not sell their items. To sum up, the budget that the buyer pays in equilibrium is

never higher than the following bound:

max
S⊆{1,...,k̄},s=q

[
(V + ε) ·

∑
k∈S

nH
k + θ ·

∑
k∈S

nL
k + 2ε ·

∑
k/∈S

nL
k

]
=: b̄. (7)

The buyer chooses the lowest possible value of θ to minimize her costs, so she sets θ equal to
q
k̄
V +2ε.16 Compared to a buying strategy based on brute force, the buyer can therefore extract

from each low-quality seller a surplus that is (approximately) equal to

V − q

k̄
· V =

k̄ − q
k̄
· V,

if we set θ = (q/k̄)·V and ε ≈ 0. That is, the higher the ratio k̄−q
k̄

, the higher surplus extraction.

In particular, if the latter ratio is close to one, surplus extraction is close to, but falls short of,

being full. To sum up, a second-best solution z∗∗ is obtained, which yields a higher utility for

buyer B than the buying strategy based on brute force.

15Looking for Bayesian Nash equilibria in pure, weakly undominated strategies of this simultaneous-move
game is equivalent to looking for perfect Bayesian equilibria in pure strategies of the dynamic game defined by
the four-step mechanism described in Section 4, in which no seller plays a weakly dominated strategy.

16If q = k̄, the result of Theorem 1 is still valid. Nevertheless, it does not yield any budget savings for the
buyer compared to a brute-force attack in which all sellers are paid V .
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In our analysis we have proceeded with the assumption that the buyer wants to buy all high-

quality items of a certain number of groups and has a budget that allows her to do so at a

unit price that equals the willingness to sell of the sellers holding such items. As mentioned in

Section 3, alternative objectives for the buyer could also be achieved by slight modifications of

a Devil’s Menu with four prices. One alternative is to consider that the buyer might want to

buy only a certain share of the high-quality items from any of the q groups she is targeting. A

Devil’s Menu with four prices can still be applied in such cases, with the following variation:

As a last step of the mechanism, some of the sellers who sent message h in each group are

selected randomly and are offered the price prescribed by Table 1 in exchange for their items.

The remaining sellers who sent message h are offered zero instead. Under the same assumptions

as in Theorem 1, such a mechanism ensures that the buyer can achieve her new objective.17

The reason is that this variation does not alter the downward pressure on the ratio of messages

h sent to sellers holding high-quality items in each group, and again, only high-quality sellers

send message h. Among them, however, only those will sell their items, who belong to selected

groups and are eventually offered the positive price—as prescribed by Table 1.18 The same

considerations hold for the remaining forms of a Devil’s Menu, which are introduced in Section 5.

4.2 Critical and non-critical assumptions

Next, we discuss some further critical and less critical assumptions of a Devil’s Menu, which

also apply to the mechanisms that are introduced subsequently. We defer to Section 6 the

analysis of the role of uncertainty about the number of high-quality items in each partition

group, of limited buyer commitment, and of the presence of one or a few sellers who want to

sabotage the market.

The first result in the present section is that the bound b̄ is not only sufficient to buy the

high-quality items from q groups on the equilibrium path, it would also be sufficient to match

expenditures if a single low-quality seller deviated from the unique equilibrium. Theorem 1 and

the way a Devil’s Menu is constructed imply the next result.

Corollary 1. The budget bound b̄ is equal to, or higher than, the expenditures faced by the

buyer when one low-quality seller deviates and sends message h.

This corollary follows directly from the observation that a deviation by one low-quality seller

turns his group into a non-selected group with probability one. Accordingly, this seller cannot

17From a mathematical perspective, this is equivalent to considering the valuation for high-quality items to
be p · V , where p is the probability that a seller who sent message h will eventually be offered a positive price
and not just zero.

18Remarkably, the correct execution of this modified mechanism requires a budget for on- and off-equilibrium
behavior that is lower than the one specified in equation (7), yet with another objective.
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generate a budget problem for the buyer.19 This means that to handle off-equilibrium threats

by one single seller, the buyer does not need to have deep pockets. We further note that to

guarantee that the mechanism can be run—and that the equilibrium described in Theorem 1 is

unique—, it suffices for the buyer’s budget b to satisfy inequality (6) and for this to be common

knowledge.

Another assumption of our model is that sellers make their applications simultaneously. How-

ever, this is not crucial for our results. Indeed, at any point in time where some sellers have

already sent their messages as prescribed by Theorem 1, the best response of any remaining

seller is to send the message in the same way. That is, the unique equilibrium outcome of The-

orem 1 also arises as the unique equilibrium of any dynamic version of game G4. Whether the

game is dynamic or not, computing the optimal strategy is an easy task for any seller, so that

the requirements to behave rationally are neither very demanding nor unrealistic. This adds

to the plausibility of a Devil’s Menu as a way to separate low-quality sellers from high-quality

sellers in real-world applications.

It is also important to mention that the mechanism and our previous analysis can both be

accommodated to the case of a continuum of sellers, as long as the shares of high-quality sellers

in all groups is common knowledge. Following the same logic contained in our proofs—see the

Appendix—, it can be shown that a set of sellers of non-zero measure will not deviate from

sending a truthful message about their types. This means that our mechanism(s) can screen

seller types if we have finitely many sellers and exact common information about how many

of them are of high quality in each group, and also if we have a continuum of sellers and the

ratio of high-quality sellers to low-quality sellers in each group is known for the distribution

from which types are drawn. For a continuum of sellers, a suitable version of the law of large

numbers ensures that the ex post ratio of high-quality items to low-quality items in any element

of a finite random partition of the set of sellers coincides with the ex ante ratio for the entire

population. Hence, if the latter ratio is known, so are all the former ratios. In such cases, it is

sufficient that objects are characterized only by quality.

Finally, we have confined ourselves to a simple model with only two seller types (or only two

seller valuations). The construction of the Devil’s Menu can nonetheless be extended using

the logic behind the two-type case to screen more than two seller types. With T types, in

particular, this would require either 2T prices.

19Deviations by a larger number of low-quality sellers would not cause a budget problem as long as the total
number of groups where individual low-quality sellers deviate by sending message h is smaller than or equal
to k̄ − q. This is, in particular, the case when low-quality sellers can only collude if they belong to the same
group.
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5 Buying Low-Quality Items Cheaper

In the preceding section, we have shown that the buyer can buy all high-quality items of q

groups, but she cannot avoid paying the price θ to all low-quality sellers in those groups. In

this section, we outline three ways to lower the price.

5.1 Sequential item buying

First, the buyer may proceed sequentially and buy only the high-quality items of one group

at a particular point in time. Specifically, suppose that there are q points in time and the

buyer commits to buying the high-quality items of only one group at each date.20 We prove

the following result:

Proposition 1. Let θ ≥ 1
k̄−q+1

· V + 2ε and suppose that the buyer uses a Devil’s Menu with

four prices sequentially and buys the high-quality items of one group at each date. Then, in any

perfect Bayesian equilibrium in which sellers choose actions that are not weakly dominated, all

sellers act as prescribed by the strategy profile σ∗, according to which all low-quality sellers send

message l and all high-quality sellers send message h.

Proof. See Appendix.

One can easily verify that
q

k
>

1

k̄ − q + 1
,

so buying objects from one group at a time reduces the expenditures on low-quality items

compared to the case in which objects are bought from all groups at once. This is because the

downward pressure put on groups decreases if we increase the number of groups the buyer must

buy the goods from.

5.2 A strong form of a Devil’s Menu: Four prices

There are at least two alternative versions of a Devil’s Menu that require only negligible pay-

ments for low-quality items, and thus they yield the first-best solution z∗. Both alternatives—

which are manifestations of the so-called Strong Form of a Devil’s Menu—enable the buyer to

use nearly her entire budget on high-quality items. Recall that b is merely the budget the buyer

is committed to for the realization of the mechanism, and may only represent a small share of

her entire budget.

20Our analysis can be easily generalized to the case where the buyer commits to buying from more than one
group, yet from fewer than q groups, at each date.
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The first alternative follows the same mechanism as the Devil’s Menu outlined in Section 4,

but the price setting is slightly different. Specifically, the price scheme is as follows:

message h message l

group selected pse1 = V + ε pse2 = 2ε

group not selected pns1 = ε pns2 = 2ε

Table 4: A strong form of a Devil’s Menu with four prices—depending on the message sent

(column) and the final status of the seller’s group (row).

Note that by setting θ = 2ε, Table 4 follows from Table 1 and that, moreover, only three

different prices are actually offered. The corresponding simultaneous-move game is denoted

by Ĝ4. We obtain the following result:

Proposition 2. The strategy profile σ∗, in which all low-quality sellers send message l and all

high-quality sellers send message h, is an equilibrium of game Ĝ4.

Proof. See Appendix.

Proposition 2 has important consequences. Since ε can be chosen arbitrarily small, the budget of

the buyer can be used almost entirely for buying high-quality items in the equilibrium described

in Proposition 2. Total expenditures are then bounded by

max
S⊆{1,...,k̄},s=q

(V + ε) ·
∑
k∈S

nH
k + 2ε ·

∑
k∈{1,...,k̄}

nL
k .

One possible drawback of this strong form of a Devil’s Menu is that game Ĝ4 may have other

equilibria in which some low-quality sellers also send message h. To eliminate these other

equilibria, one has to introduce further refinements in the price offering. This constitutes the

second part of the strong form of a Devil’s Menu.

5.3 A strong form of a Devil’s Menu: Six prices

An alternative way of reducing the cost of buying low-quality items almost entirely is to enlarge

the menu of prices. The price scheme of the second strong form of a Devil’s Menu is as follows:
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message h message l

group in set C (and selected) V + ε V − ε

group in set T and selected V + ε θ

group not selected ε 2ε

Table 5: A strong form of the Devil’s Menu with six prices—depending on the message sent

(column) and the interim and final status of the seller’s group (row).

In this six-price mechanism, ε > 0 is arbitrarily small. It also suffices to choose θ such that

θ ≥ 2ε. In addition, note that in Table 5 only five different prices are actually offered. The

corresponding simultaneous-move game is denoted by G6. We obtain the following result:

Theorem 2. [A strong form of a Devil’s Menu] Suppose that θ ≥ 2ε. Then the strat-

egy profile σ∗ in which all low-quality sellers send message l and all high-quality sellers send

message h is the only equilibrium of game G6.

Proof. See Appendix.

A Devil’s Menu with six prices eliminates almost all expenditures on low-quality items and

again generates more buying power for high-quality items. Indeed, by taking θ = 2ε, total

expenditures in equilibrium are now bounded by

max
S⊆{1,...,k̄},s=q

(V + ε) ·
∑
k∈S

nH
k + 2ε ·

∑
k∈{1,...,k̄}

nL
k .

In particular, the buyer extracts all surplus from low-quality sellers.

It is important to point out that this second strong form of a Devil’s Menu rests decisively on

the assumption that the buyer can credibly offer two different prices for selected groups, at least

for the sellers who send message l. The two prices discriminate among groups based on their

interim status. On the one hand, the group may belong to C—and hence its interim status

is immediately selected. On the other hand, the group may belong to T and be selected only

after it has been chosen by fair randomization.21 This property can be built into the algorithms

executed by smart contracts—see Section 7.3—, but it may be less accepted by sellers.

Finally, we note that a six-price Devil’s Menu exhibits one additional desirable property. Since

ε > 0 can be made arbitrarily small without affecting the result, one could simply conceive of

this parameter as originating in the following way: To those sellers who have sent message h

21It may happen that set T contains only one group, in which case this group is selected with certainty.
Sellers of this group are thus offered lower prices than sellers of all other selected groups.
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and belong to groups who have not been selected, buyer B is committed to paying a fixed price

with some (arbitrarily low) positive probability. This does not change the sellers’ behavior on

and off the equilibrium path and results in the buyer buying much fewer low-quality items.

6 Robustness: A Simple Mechanism as Benchmark

In the baseline model analyzed in the previous sections we have assumed that (i) the buyer

knows the number of high-quality items in each group, (ii) the buyer can commit to a single

execution of any mechanism of her choice, and (iii) all sellers derive utility only if they are able

to sell their items above their reservation price. For such a setup, we have shown that a Devil’s

Menu can yield the first-best outcome for the buyer by relying on the partition of the set of

sellers to induce downward competition between groups that prompts truth-telling behavior

among all sellers. Yet, under the above three assumptions, the buyer could buy all required

high-quality items m at the minimum total cost without using the seller partition through a

much simpler mechanism, called the simple mechanism, that specifies the following course of

actions:

1. The buyer announces the possibility to send one of two messages, h and l.

2. Each seller sends one of the two possible messages, if at all.

3. With sellers being able to decide whether to sell their item or not at the prevailing

price—which is determined in this same stage—and the buyer being obliged to accept the

transaction at the request of the sellers, payoffs are realized according to the following

rule:

• If more than nH sellers sent message h, then each of them is offered 0 in exchange

for his item. In turn, all sellers who sent message l are offered ε, also in exchange

for their items. Recall that nH denotes the total number of high-quality sellers in

the population.

• If nH sellers at most sent message h, then m of them are chosen randomly. They are

then offered V + ε in exchange for their item. Sellers who sent message h and are

not selected are offered ε in exchange for their items. Finally, all sellers who sent

message l are offered ε, also in exchange for their items. We assume that ε > 0 is

arbitrarily small.

It is easy to see that for the Bayesian game induced by the simple mechanism, all high-quality

sellers send message h and all low-quality sellers send message l, provided that sellers do not

play weakly dominated strategies and such strategies are removed iteratively. Moreover, the
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expenditures used to buy low-quality items are negligible. Hence the first-best solution z∗

(approximately) obtains as an outcome of the mechanism.

Nevertheless, the following assumptions are needed for the above result about the simple mech-

anism: (i) the buyer has full commitment power, (ii) there is no uncertainty about the number

of high-quality items in each group (and, hence, in the entire population), and (iii) there are no

saboteurs among the sellers owning low-type items are necessary. By contrast, a Devil’s Menu

still yields the same desirable outcome for the buyer even if assumptions (i)–(iii) are relaxed

because, unlike the simple mechanism, it uses the seller partition. For our robustness analysis,

we focus on the four-price Devil’s Menu of Theorem 1. Yet, a discussion of other variants of a

Devil’s Menu can be done along the same lines.

6.1 Uncertainty about the type distribution

Consider now that for each group Nk, with k ∈ {1, . . . , k̄}, the (positive) number nH
k indicating

how many items of high-quality there are in group Nk is random. Furthermore, assume that

for each pair k, j ∈ {1, . . . , k̄},

nH
k − nH

j = E
[
nH
k

]
− E

[
nH
j

]
. (8)

That is, while the number of high-quality items is unknown in each group, the difference of

these numbers across groups is common knowledge. Alternatively, for each k ∈ {1, . . . , k̄} we

can envision that

nH
k = mH

k +X, (9)

where mH
k is some fixed positive integer that depends on k, and X is some random variable with

support on the non-negative integers that is independent of k. One possibility is for random

variable X to capture any exogenous shocks that might render some goods valueless. In our

setup, conditions (8) and (9) are equivalent.

Imposing (8), and hence (9), means that the total number of high-quality items—and, hence,

its proportion to low-quality items—is uncertain. When X has always value zero, the setup

reduces to the one considered in the previous sections. As in these sections, we assume here

that the goal of the buyer is to buy the high-quality items of any q groups.22

Next, for each pair of groups Nk, Nj, define k � j if and only if

mk −mj < E
[
nH
k

]
− E

[
nH
j

]
. (10)

Let also k � j if and only if ¬(j � k). One can easily see that � is transitive and complete,

22The number of high-quality items is now stochastic, so we assume that the buyer commits herself to buying
an unknown number of goods. As mentioned at the end of Section 4.1, a Devil’s Menu can always be modified
so that the buyer is committed to buying only a fixed number of these goods.
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so that it defines a total order of the set {1, . . . , k̄} or, equivalently, a total order of the set

composed of the elements of the seller partition. Each variant of a Devil’s Menu that has

been defined in the previous sections can then be adjusted to this setup if groups are ordered

according to � instead of using parameters ρ1, . . . , ρk̄.

We obtain the following result:

Proposition 3. Suppose that θ ≥ q
k̄
·V +2ε and that no seller plays a weakly dominated strategy.

Then, in the unique ex-post equilibrium of game G4 all sellers report their type truthfully.

Proof. See Appendix.

That is, at least as far as ex post equilibria in which no seller plays a weakly dominated

strategy are concerned, a Devil’s Menu yields the same outcome when the buyer knows the

absolute number of high-quality items in each group and when she only knows the relative

number high-quality items in each group compared to the other groups of the seller partition.

What about the performance of the simple mechanism when the total number of high-quality

items is unknown? To keep the comparison with Proposition 3, we focus on ex post equilibria

in which sellers play no weakly dominated strategy. By construction, the simple mechanism

must specify a threshold for the number of goods that the buyer will consider to be of high

quality, of which she will buy some (in a random way). If the threshold is higher than the actual

number of high-quality items in the population, the buyer will end up buying some low-quality

goods and paying V + ε for them with high probability. If the threshold is lower than the

actual number of high-quality items in the population, the buyer will buy no (high-quality)

items. Hence, unlike for a Devil’s Menu, the simple mechanism is not robust if we introduce

uncertainty about the total number of high-quality sellers in the population.

Some final remarks are in order with regard to Proposition 3. First, information about the

(absolute) number of sellers owning low-quality items is immaterial for outcomes. This means,

in turn, that information about the ratio of high-quality items to low-quality items both at

the general population level and at the group level is also irrelevant for equilibrium behavior.

Second, while random variable X is the same for all groups, the beliefs about the probability

distribution of this random variable for different sellers and for the buyer may differ in any

arbitrary way without affecting equilibrium behavior. Third, (8) specifies sufficient conditions

about the uncertainty regarding the number of high-quality items in each group, but the result

of Proposition 3 is likely to hold more generally. This is because what drives this result is the

possibility for the buyer to set a relative reference point for groups based on the number of

sellers claiming to be of high-quality and (some estimate of) the actual number of high-quality

sellers that induces downward competition across groups by punishing the groups where more

members claim to be of high type. The investigation of necessary conditions is left for the

future.
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6.2 Limited buyer commitment

Next, suppose that the buyer cannot commit to a single execution of a selected mechanism

of her choice but only to the rules of any instance in which such a mechanism is run. This

means, in particular, that the buyer will repeat the execution of the mechanism as long as it is

beneficial for her to do so. What are the implications of this type of limited buyer commitment?

To answer this question, we consider the following (very stylized) dynamic game, denoted

by DSG, which takes place over two periods, indexed by t = 1, 2, for a given mechanism M

selected by the buyer and a set of outcomes (messages, trades, and payments) Z:

1. In period t = 1, mechanism M takes place. If the output or mechanism M belongs

to Z, the game ends. Otherwise, no trades and payments occur and the game moves to

period t = 2.

2. In period t = 2, mechanism M takes place again and the game ends.

We make two simplifying assumptions, which are nonetheless unnecessary for the main thrust

of our results. First, set Z consists of the outcomes for which, conditional on the fact that no

seller plays weakly dominated strategies, the buyer believes with probability at least p that her

expenses are used almost entirely to buy q high-quality. We assume that p ∈ [0, 1] is common

knowledge. Note that the case where p = 1 is one possibility. Then, if the outcome belongs

to set Z, it is immaterial whether the buyer could have committed beforehand to not running

mechanism M again after such an outcome. The reason is that we assume it to be common

knowledge that in such cases, the buyer will be (sufficiently) satisfied with the outcome and

will refrain from running the mechanism one more time.23 By contrast, if the outcome does

not belong to set Z, it is not credible that the buyer will not want to run the mechanism once

more. Second, we proceed under the assumption that the same mechanism must be in place in

both periods. This means that the menu of prices offered to sellers must be the same in both

periods.24

Because we consider a dynamic setting, beyond the quality of the good he owns, any seller i must

be characterized by his discount factor, denoted by δi. We assume that the prior distribution

23It suffices for it to be common knowledge after which outputs of the mechanism the buyer will have no
incentive to run a mechanism again and thus her commitment power is not relevant. In particular, we do not
need to bother with whether or not the buyer can learn the quality right after acquiring an object, as similar
outcomes can be obtained in both cases.

24If the value of ε for the simple mechanism can be chosen to be lower in period t = 2 than in period t = 1,
one could consider that some sellers derive utility from an amount x of money that is equal to 0 if x = 0, to
some constant κ1 if 0 < x < V ′, and to some constant κ2 if x ≥ V ′, where q

k̄
· V < V ′ < V . Utilities of this

type, which are almost flat for low values of money, are intended to capture random behavior (see e.g. Moscati
and Tubaro, 2011). The reason is that an agent with such an utility is indifferent between many outcomes as
they all yield the same utility, and hence s/he might choose actions that would never be chosen by agents with
strictly increasing utility.
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of types (namely, of discount factors) is such that for any seller i,

δi =

1 if i = j,

δ otherwise,

where δ < 1 and j denotes one particular seller. The main insights we obtain in this section

extend to more general distributions of discount factors. It suffices that the number of low-

quality sellers with discount factor one is not large. For her part, the buyer has discount

factor δ. A discount factor equal to one captures random behavior in the sense that all lotteries

involving the same outcome in period t = 1 with some probability p̃ and in period t = 2 with

probability 1− p̃, with p̃ ∈ [0, 1], yield the same utility.

For the analysis of (the games corresponding to) the above dynamic situation, we focus on

perfect Bayesian equilibria in which agents cannot choose actions that are stage-dominated; we

just call them equilibria. The only source of commitment for the buyer then stems from her

publicly known goal of reaching an outcome of set Z and from the fact that she will execute a

mechanism at most twice. This suffices to capture the idea of buyer’s limited commitment, since

all sellers anticipate that they will move to period t = 2 if the buyer deems it necessary to do so

because she has not attained her goal in period t = 1. Under full commitment, by contrast, the

buyer can ensure that there is only one period in which mechanism M will be (entirely) run and

that all the sellers will believe so. In such cases, the underlying game is equivalent to the one-

period model we have analyzed in the previous sections (for the Devil’s Menu) and above in the

present section (for the simple mechanism). In either case, the buyer buys with probability one

the intended number of high-quality items at (approximately) the minimum expenses described

in Section 4, and thus derives utility (approximately) equal to uB(z∗). Recall that z∗ has been

defined in (3). Clearly, it must be the case that z∗ ∈ Z.

Then, one can show the following result in the case of the simple mechanism.

Proposition 4. Let δ ∈ [0, 1]. If the simple mechanism is considered, there is an equilibrium

of game DSG in which

(i) The low-quality seller j with discount factor one sends message h in period t = 1,

(ii) The buyer acquires m high-quality items in period t = 2, and derives utility approximately

equal to δ · uB(z∗).

The above result is clearly suboptimal from the buyer’s perspective, as well as from the per-

spective of all sellers different from j, particularly if δ is much lower than one. This means that

lack of commitment power can have severe consequences for the buyer if she uses the simple

mechanism. The proof of Proposition 4 is almost straightforward: in period t = 2, the last

period, the buyer acquires the desired number of high-quality items and each low-quality seller i
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(including j) sends message l and derives utility δi · ε. This follows from Theorem 1. Since

δj = 1, seller j is indifferent between receiving a monetary payment ε in period t = 1 and in

period t = 2. Because all high-quality sellers send message h in every period, seller j cannot

obtain a payoff that is higher than ε.

Consider now the Devil’s Menu with four prices of Theorem 1. We can show the following

result:

Proposition 5. Suppose that the mechanism of game G4 is considered for game DSG and

assume that

δ <
k̄

q · (k̄ − 1 + q)
. (11)

Then, in any equilibrium of game DSG the buyer acquires the desired number of high-quality

items in period t = 1 and derives utility (approximately) equal to u(z∗).

Proof. See Appendix.

That is, a Devil’s Menu ensures second-best outcomes for the buyer even under limited com-

mitment, provided that the discount factor is (moderately) low as required by Condition (11).25

Why is this the case for a Devil’s Menu and not for the simple mechanism? The reason is that

the (off-equilibrium path) threat that any low-quality seller can impose if he contributes to

an excessive number of h messages in one group—by sending a message h himself—becomes

ineffective under a Devil’s Menu, since the buyer will simply buy the high-quality items from

another group. That is, the possibility to induce downward group competition is a substitute

for the buyer’s lack of commitment power, as it helps to resolve her adverse selection problem.

6.3 Presence of saboteurs

In this section, we assume that there is one low-quality seller, say j, who derives utility −uB,

where uB denotes the buyer’s utility.26 This means that seller j’s (main) goal is to prevent the

buyer from acquiring the desired number of high-quality items, so we call seller j a saboteur.

There are two main possibilities. First, assume that neither the buyer nor the other sellers

know that such a seller exists. Then, our previous analysis shows that (i) under the simple

mechanism, the buyer will not acquire any object, and (ii) under a Devil’s Menu (with four

prices), the buyer will acquire the desired objects and spend exactly as in Theorem 1. The

difference between the simple mechanism and a Devil’s menu stems from the fact that, in the

latter, seller j has no means to harm the buyer, since sending message h only affects his group

not being selected.

25The bound given by Condition (11) is not tight, so the result in Proposition 5 holds more generally. A low
discount factor ensures that sellers different from j will not risk that the game moves into period t = 2.

26Our analysis can be easily extended to the case where there are saboteurs in at most k̄ − 1 − q groups of
the partition.
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Second, assume that it is common knowledge that seller j exists, although his identity is

private information. On the one hand, under the simple mechanism, the buyer can acquire all

high-quality objects but she will also need to acquire j’s item, as she cannot tell the quality

difference between seller j’s item and that of all high-type sellers. It suffices for her to commit

to buying m+ 1 items. On the other hand, under a Devil’s Menu (with four prices) the buyer

will again acquire exactly the desired objects and spend exactly as in Theorem 1.27

7 Applications and Implementation

In this section, we first discuss two potential applications of a Devil’s Menu. Then we discuss

what the real-world implementation of a Devil’s Menu could look like.

7.1 Market makers and regulations

For our analysis, we have focused on a buyer with a large willingness to buy items of high

quality (up to some number), who faces a budget constraint. We have then shown that a

crucial feature of a Devil’s Menu is that it allows the buyer to learn the quality of the items

she is buying. This property opens up a variety of applications of the mechanism.

For instance, an agent—whether benevolent or not—with a sufficiently large budget could use

a Devil’s Menu to adopt a market maker role in a market for lemons. After acquiring a certain

amount of high- and low-quality commodities by using a Devil’s Menu, this agent could resell

these items to other buyers with prices differentiated according to quality. This action could

incidentally restore the well-functioning of a market that was previously plagued with adverse

selection, say by affecting (the beliefs on) the ratio of high-quality items to low-quality items

that remain in the market. The market-maker agent could signal the quality of her acquired

goods to buyers in the resale market if she could credibly disclose the messages h or l she

obtained from the sellers in the original market by applying the Devil’s Menu. This credibility

could be achieved by several means.

One option would be to run the Devil’s Menu on a publicly accessible domain such as a

blockchain so that everybody could observe the messages h or l sent by the sellers. Again,

if a low-quality seller sends message h in a Devil’s Menu, his group will not be chosen for

buying and reselling. Hence, public observation of messages h and l are sufficient to organize

the market.

Absent the possibility to learn the messages sent in the Devil’s Menu, another option would

be that the buyers in the resale market could learn the share of high- and low-quality goods

27One can easily verify that the arguments in Theorem 1 carry over to this setup. It suffices to note that
seller j’s group will belong to set O and that q−c

k̄−c−1
≤ q

k̄
.
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the market maker had bought, possibly with the help of Big Data approaches. Suppose this

was possible, and the market maker bought both item types in equal amounts and then offered

two baskets of goods of equal size in the resale market, each one (allegedly) composed of items

of each type and associated with different prices. Then it would be credible that one basket

contains only high-quality items and the other only low-quality items. This is because switching

items from one group to the other would not be profitable for the market maker since doing so

would not affect her revenues.

The possibility to learn the quality of certain goods in certain markets through a Devil’s Menu

opens up opportunities not only for market makers but also for improving the regulations that

govern the functioning of the markets. For instance, a government agency with a large budget

could run a Devil’s Menu on a large scale by buying up many items from a subset of groups,

and organize liquid resale markets to restore the functioning of markets plagued with adverse

selection.

7.2 Application to collective decisions

The (formal) setup we have analyzed can also be used to model political influence over collective

decisions that are made through voting, by, say, a polity or a committee.28 It suffices to identify

the buyer with an outside party—which we call the adversary—that wishes to influence the

voting outcome by buying some votes, and to identify the sellers with the voters. The latter

can be citizens or committee members.

To apply our results, we assume that both the adversary’s and the voters’ reservation price are

fully determined exogenously (e.g. as in Laine, 1977; Lalley and Weyl, 2018; Mueller, 1973).

This is a reasonable assumption in some cases—e.g. it is often imposed in committee voting (see

e.g. Dal Bo, 2007). It also sidesteps the complex underlying voting process where the valuations

of voters for their votes are determined through pivotality from the citizens’ intrinsic valuation

of the right to vote. This modelling assumption enables us to focus on the adversary’s attempts

to buy votes. Our setup is the most basic one featuring such a property. From this perspective

it is also natural to assume, as we do in Section 3.1, that the adversary is interested in buying

a number of votes that suffices for her to be pivotal for the outcome.

Our setup considers one adversary and, as we have seen, features a one-principal, many-agents

problem. There is a variety of situations with one-sided special interest (see e.g. Leaver and

Makris, 2006). This means that our assumption that there is one adversary is not restrictive

from a real-world perspective.

To build on our previous analysis, we also need to consider that voters can be partitioned in

28The equivalence holds not only for the majority rule applied to the entire population but also for more
general voting rules such as higher majority thresholds (different from unanimity) and multi-district, first-past-
the-post elections.
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groups. Most political systems divide the citizenry in several districts. For each of these, polls

provide aggregate information about the percentage of citizens in each district preferring each

alternative, but not what alternative particular individuals in this district favor. In the case

of committees, say parliaments, aggregate information of this type can also be available if, for

example, there is a geographical component to the decision beyond ideology. This is typically

the case for decisions where to build a nuclear plant or where to hold an international event

such as the Olympic Games. Another possibility is to consider a “metacommittee” composed

of all regional parliaments of a country.

In the following, we outline two specific applications of our results to binary collective decisions

taken through voting.

7.2.1 Application to lobbying

In both elections and committee decisions made through voting, votes are cast in favor of some

alternative. This means that a vote (or a ballot) is not a standard consumption good. Voters

may obtain the same utility no matter who is eventually casting their ballot, as long as it is

done in favor of their preferred alternative. In accordance with this view, we assume that the

adversary herself has some preference regarding the two alternatives at hand—and hence she

does not simply act as a reseller of ballots—and this preference is common knowledge. The

adversary can be a lobbying group or a special interest group seeking to influence the voting

decision, say by buying some citizens’ votes or bribing some committee members. In the case

of an electorate, it is clear that the adversary has, in general, little means to know ex ante what

the preferences of particular individuals are. For committees, even if voting records are public,

there might still be (large) uncertainty about whether particular committee members favor one

alternative over the other (see Buzard and Saiegh, 2016; Le Breton and Salanié, 2003, for the

case of ideological uncertainty in a committee).

As already mentioned, we consider that voting takes place to decide which of two alternatives

should be implemented.29 Absent the adversary, any voter’s reservation price is V regardless of

his preferences. Parameter V reflects both how much he cares about his preferred alternative

being implemented compared to the case where the other alternative is implemented, and the

degree to which he cares that his vote is cast in favor of the alternative he prefers. In the

presence of the adversary, however, the voters who prefer the same alternative as the adversary

would anticipate that if they sold their vote to her, she would then use it as they intended

themselves, with the same consequences for the outcome. Hence, their willingness to sell would

drop from V to 0.30 This means that as far as modeling goes, we can assume that the voters

29Voting does not necessarily have to be public but the adversary must have means to contract on individual
voting decisions. This guarantees that the adversary can actually “buy a vote”. A possibility is to use a smart
contract. A similar comment applies to Section 7.2.2.

30The inefficiencies associated with spending resources trying to persuade voters who are already persuaded
has been analyzed e.g. in Casas (2018).
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who prefer the same alternative as the adversary hold low-quality items, while the voters who

prefer the other alternative to be implemented hold high-quality items.31

Our results show that the adversary (or principal) can buy as many votes as she wants at the

second-best price, and, in particular, she can capture a committee’s decision even if her pocket

is not very deep. These findings complement Dal Bo (2007) in that they show additional ways

how a committee or polity may become vulnerable to external influence. It is crucial for our

and his results that the adversary can make payment promises that are contingent not only

on voting behavior at the individual level but also at the aggregate level. To be effective,

these promises must reward pivotality off-equilibrium, and at the same time yield incentives for

all sellers of a same type to act homogeneously so that no one ends up being pivotal on the

equilibrium path. Unlike Dal Bo (2007), we assume that agents have heterogeneous preferences.

Hence the main inefficiency source for the principal in our model is that she needs to tell agents

apart with regard to preference to avoid excessive payments. Importantly, as we have seen in

Section 7, our results are very robust. In particular, they hold even if the principal has low

commitment power.32 For their part, agents cannot commit to selling: they simply hear offers

which they might eventually accept if they find it in their best interest to do so, but do not

sign contracts ahead of voting. This aims at reflecting real-world situations in which swaying

a collective decision through some sort of bribing is possible.

Finally, our finding that voter collusion either does not harm the adversary at all (when col-

lusion occurs only within districts) or only does if it is sufficiently significant (when collusion

occurs across districts) is also relevant for the design of political institutions.33 It means that

political systems where parties are sufficiently large and cut across regional lines might be most

effective against vote buying and manipulation of voting outcomes by special interest groups

since collusion across districts is difficult or impossible to organize. This rationalizes the view

that a (large) political party is an effective way for voters and committee members sharing

the same interests not only to coordinate themselves, but also to defend themselves against

external influence.

7.2.2 Application to decoy ballots

In the past few years, electronic voting has become popular in many countries.34 The possibility

that voting can be carried out electronically opens up many new options for representative and

31Alternatively, one can assume that all citizens have the same preferences but differ in terms of the extent to
which they care about the alternative being implemented or, equivalently, in the extent of their corruptibility.
From this perspective, voters whose reservation price is V care more than voters whose reservation price is 0.
The latter can sell their vote at any price, but are willing to pose as if they were less corruptible to obtain
higher rents.

32See Footnote 11 in Dal Bo (2007).
33Recall Footnote 19.
34See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_voting_by_country, retrieved on 18 September,

2017.
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direct democracies alike, as the marginal cost of voting is typically lower than for traditional

voting. One possibility that has been argued is to randomly select a subgroup of citizens from

the entire population and have each of these citizens vote on a single issue. This is called random

sample voting (Chaum, 2016).35 Assuming that the chosen subpopulation (or sample voting

group) represents the entire citizenry, random sample voting may improve decision-making

by yielding the same decision as standard voting, albeit at a less costly voter-participation

level. For instance, several issues could be considered at once by having different samples vote

separately on each of them. This way, citizens may acquire more information only about the

issue on which they have a say, and decisions may be better informed.

Electronic voting procedures of this type entail risks, particularly when an adversary is inter-

ested in buying some citizens’ right to vote in a particular instance of random sample voting.

To prevent this, Chaum (2016) has proposed the following mechanism: not only the members of

the sample voting group receive a ballot, but so do all other citizens. The difference is that only

the ballots of the members of the sample voting group are real, i.e., they alone are counted. The

remaining ballots act as a decoy—and hence they are called decoy ballots. Crucially, whether

a ballot is real or a decoy is a citizen’s private information, so the adversary cannot distin-

guish real ballots from decoy ballots.36 Voting systems based on decoy ballots revolve around

the idea that selling them to an adversary is valuable for society—and can constitute a social

norm—, since doing so may prevent adversaries from buying a large number of real ballots and

then manipulating the voting outcome.37 Parkes et al. (2017) have recently shown that under

some assumptions, decoy ballots do indeed discourage attempts by an adversary with a limited

budget to try and buy (real) ballots.38

For an application of our results to a setting with decoy ballots, it suffices to identify real-

ballot holders and decoy-ballot holders with high-quality and low-quality sellers, respectively.

Our findings then suggest that decoy ballots lose their discouragement power once the adversary

has applied a Devil’s Menu, since she can buy them at negligible costs.39

35See also Gersbach et al. (2019).
36One could conceive of a ballot as a password in the electronic voting system, where a decoy ballot is simply

an invalid password.
37Parallels can be drawn between decoy ballots preventing vote-buying and the idea of producing fake,

harmless drugs and selling them in the drug market to destroy this market.
38For other types of attack on electronic voting, see Basin et al. (2017).
39In real voting settings for large populations, it is reasonable to expect the number of real voters in any

given district to be fixed—and easy to guess for the adversary—, since otherwise the aggregate preferences of
the society may not be well represented by the citizens receiving the real ballots. This would contravene the
minimal requirement that no district should obtain an advantage in the number of real ballots allocated as
a result of some randomness. One possibility is that while such numbers are fixed, real ballots are allocated
randomly within each district. This would ensure that the form of seller partition needed for the functioning of
a Devil’s Menu holds.
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7.3 Implementation

Implementing a Devil’s Menu could be particularly appealing on the Internet, in which case

item purchase could be set up as in online auctions. For instance, the implementation of any

of the above mechanisms can be effected using so-called smart contracts.40 These contracts are

computer protocols intended to facilitate, verify, and enforce the exchange between individu-

als. A Devil’s Menu can be coded in any programming language and run on the blockchain.

Payments may be carried out in any of the crypto-currencies implementing smart contracts.

Since the main property of smart contracts is that they are self-executing and self-enforcing,

the adversary would be committed to the protocol and the payments. This is in accord with

the assumptions we made for Theorem 1 about agent behavior. Agents can join the contract

at any time before timeout by sending their messages.

8 Conclusion

We have presented a mechanism that can help to solve the adverse selection problem faced by

one buyer who is interested in buying goods from multiple, heterogeneous sellers. The novelty

of our approach is that the pool of sellers can be partitioned in different groups according

to some characteristics different from quality in a way that the buyer has information about

the (relative) number of high-quality sellers in each group. In such cases, the buyer may

significantly reduce her expenditures on low-quality sellers and thus mainly use her budget

to buy high-quality items. This can be achieved through a multiple-stage buying mechanism

that builds on seller partition to create downward pressure on the competing groups, thereby

allowing the buyer to extract all surplus from the market.

Our findings are robust with respect to weaker commitment power of the buyer, lack of infor-

mation about the distribution of types, and the presence of market saboteurs. All these features

could hurt the buyer. Our results also highlight the importance on and off the equilibrium path

that the buyer is committed to buying some low-quality items. This is necessary for her to be

able to screen low-quality items from high-quality items.

As a first application of our analysis and results, we have suggested that a Devil’s Menu might

be a useful tool for market makers in markets that exhibit damaging levels of adverse selection.

As a second application, we have shown that lobbying or special interest groups could capture a

political body’s decision if they used a Devil’s Menu, even if they have low commitment power

and they lack deep pockets. A third insight of our paper is that (electronic) voting systems

based on decoy ballots may be vulnerable to sophisticated attacks. This would render decoy

ballots an ineffective tool against vote-buying by trying to blow up the adversary’s budget.

40We refer to Wood (2014). See also https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_contract, retrieved on 16
November, 2017.
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While the latter two applications exhibit some elements that are specific to voting, the market

for votes and political influence shares some important features with many other markets.

Hence the insights we develop for these applications extend beyond voting markets.

While we have limited ourselves to a simple scenario, numerous further scenarios are also

possible. First, sellers may have more than one item to sell or, similarly, they could adopt a

unified strategy. Second, there could be two (big) buyers in the market trying to buy items.

In this scenario, it would be interesting to know if both would collude to use a Devil’s Menu

to screen low-quality sellers, or if, instead, both buyers would use such a mechanism to throw

low-quality sellers against each other, thereby incurring (potentially big) losses. Third, as a

further application, a Devil’s Menu could be tailored to situations where some buyer wants to

buy a valuable secret from a group of individuals, say, a firm or a bureaucratic unit, knowing

that only one of the individuals has the secret. Examples could be a password or the identity

of the person who has important knowledge. These issues are left to future research.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1. Let σ = (σi)i∈N be a strategy profile that constitutes an equilibrium of G4.

Because all sellers with a high-quality item send message h, we can assume w.l.o.g. that

1 ≤ ρ1 ≤ ρ2 ≤ . . . ≤ ρk̄.

We next observe that in any equilibrium, set O is empty and thus o is equal to 0. Indeed,

assume that o > 0. Then, in any of the groups k that belong to O such that ρk > 1, any

low-quality seller i for which σi = h have an incentive to deviate and send message l. This

deviation strictly improves expected utility. The reason is as follows: As a consequence of the

deviation, either group Nk becomes a selected group, and the expected utility is strictly larger

than ε (since θ > ε), or group Nk still belongs to O, in which case the deviation increases the

payment to seller i by ε.

Since o = 0 in any equilibrium, it follows that t = k̄ − c. We prove next that σ cannot be

an equilibrium if ρ > 1. This property can be derived as follows: Suppose that ρ > 1. Then,

in each group belonging to T , there is at least one low-quality seller who has sent message

h in σ. Consider one of these groups, say Nk. The probability that Nk is selected by fair

randomization is equal to q−c
t

. Now let i be any low-quality seller for which σi = h and who

belongs to Nk. Then, i’s expected payoff is equal to q−c
t
· (V + ε) + t−q+c

t
· ε. By contrast, if i

deviates from his strategy in σ and sends message l, group k is selected with probability 1, and

the payoff to low-quality seller i is equal to θ. Consequently, set T consists of t− 1 groups, and

set C consists of c + 1 groups. The payoff in the latter case, namely θ, is strictly higher than
q−c
t
· (V + ε) + t−q+c

t
· ε, since

q − c
t
· (V + ε) +

t− q + c

t
· ε =

q − c
k̄ − c

· V + ε ≤ q

k̄
· V + ε <

q

k̄
· V + 2ε ≤ θ.

Accordingly, it must be that ρ = 1. To sum up, we have shown that in any equilibrium of

game G4, we have ρ = 1 and o = 0. Finally, it can easily be seen that σ∗ is indeed an equilibrium

and that it is the only one satisfying ρ = 1 and o = 0. This completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 1. Proposition 1 can be proved by backward induction. At the last date,

there are k̄− q + 1 groups, of which only one is selected by the buyer. By the same arguments

as in the proof of Theorem 1, one derives the critical value for θ ensuring that sellers must act

as prescribed by σ∗ at the last date. It suffices to note that

1

k̄ − q + 1
· (V + ε) +

k̄ − q
k̄ − q + 1

· ε =
1

k̄ − q + 1
· V + ε <

1

k̄ − q + 1
· V + 2ε.

At all preceding dates, we have a smaller critical value for θ. This ensures that σ∗ prescribes at
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any such stage only those actions that are compatible with equilibrium behavior, anticipating

that σ∗ will also determine the actions chosen at any future date. The reason is that there are

more groups from which one is selected. This completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 2. Under this modified Devil’s Menu with four prices, sending message h

weakly dominates sending message l in the case of high-quality sellers, because the payoff matrix

for high-quality sellers remains the same as before, since they only sell their item if they have

sent message h and their group has been selected. If sellers behave in accordance with σ∗, the

payoff of a low-quality seller is 2ε, with every group having the same chance of being selected.

A deviation by a low-quality seller i switching from σi = σ∗ = l to σi = h would then cause the

deselection of his group. In such a case, seller i would end up with a payoff of ε. This means

that such a deviation is not profitable, which completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Theorem 1, abstaining is weakly dominated for all

sellers, while sending message l is weakly dominated for all high-quality sellers. We also observe

that o = 0 must also hold in any equilibrium σ = (σi)i∈N . Indeed, if o > 0, there must exist low-

quality sellers of groups in O who sent message h. However, these sellers can strictly improve

their payoff by sending message l. The reason is as follows: Let i ∈ Nk be a low-quality seller

such that Nk ∈ O and σi = h. If seller i deviated and sent message l instead, there are three

possible cases.

First, Nk could belong to set C after i’s deviation, which would result in a payoff strictly larger

than ε (since V − ε > ε). Second, Nk could belong to set T after i’s deviation, which would

result in a strictly larger expected payoff. This follows from θ > ε and the fact that Nk ∈ T
implies t ≥ 1, which leads to

q − c
t
· θ +

t− q + c

t
· 2ε > ε.

Third, Nk could still belong to set O after i’s deviation, in which case the deviation would

increase the payment to seller i (since 2ε > ε). All in all, we obtain that o = 0, and hence

t = k̄ − c.

Next we show that ρ > 1 cannot occur in equilibrium either. Suppose that ρ > 1 for σ. Then,

in each group that belongs to T , there must be at least one low-quality seller i such that σi = h.

Consider one of these groups, say Nk, and a low-quality seller i in Nk who has sent message h.

The probability that Nk is selected by fair randomization is equal to q−c
t

. Then i’s expected

payoff is equal to q−c
t
· (V + ε) + t−q+c

t
· ε. By contrast, if i deviates from his strategy in σ and

sends message l, set T consists of t− 1 groups and set C consists of c+ 1 groups. In this latter

case, group Nk is chosen with probability 1, and the payoff to low-quality seller i is equal to

V − ε. We claim that the latter payoff is strictly larger than q−c
t
· (V + ε) + t−q+c

t
· ε if ε is

sufficiently small, so i is better off if he sends message l. Indeed, using t = k̄ − c and q < k̄,
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and taking ε > 0 arbitrarily small, we obtain

q − c
t
· (V + ε) +

t− q + c

t
· ε =

q − c
k̄ − c

· V + ε ≤ q

k̄
· V + ε < V − ε.

Finally, ρ = 1 is an equilibrium if no low-quality seller wants to send message h. In the unique

equilibrium featuring ρ = 1 (which is exactly σ∗), the expected payoff for a low-quality seller is

q

k̄
· θ +

k̄ − q
k̄
· 2ε,

since all groups are in set T . If the low-quality seller sent instead message h, his group would

belong to O, which would result in a strictly lower payoff of ε (since θ > ε). Hence, the deviation

is not profitable, which completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 3. Let σ = (σi)i∈N be a strategy profile that constitutes an ex post equi-

librium in pure strategies of game G4. As in the rest of the paper, we assume that no seller

plays a weakly dominated strategy. Then consider i to be any low-quality seller with σi = h

(otherwise we are done). We use Nk to denote the partition group to which i belongs. For a

given draw of types t−i, let 1C ,1T ,1O be the indicator functions (conditional on σ) that group

Nk belongs to C, T,O, respectively. This means that for given t−i and σ−i, ex-post utility when

σi = h is

ui(σi = h) = 1C · (V + ε) + 1T ·
(
q − c
t
· (V + ε) +

t− q + c

t
· ε
)

+ 1O · ε,

while ex-post utility when σi = l is

ui(σi = l) = 1C′ · θ + 1T ′ ·
(
q − c′

t′
· θ +

t′ − q + c′

t′
· 2ε
)

+ 1O′ · 2ε,

where C ′, T ′, O′ stand respectively for the sets of chosen, tied, and out when σi = l .

Now set t−i and distinguish three cases.

Case I: 1O = 1

In this case, either 1T ′ = 1 or 1O′ = 1, so

ui(σi = l)− ui(σi = h) =

[
1T ′ ·

(
q − c′

t′
· θ +

t′ − q + c′

t
· 2ε
)

+ 1O′ · 2ε
]
− ε > 0,

where the inequality holds (see the proof of Theorem 1) since

θ ≥ q

k̄
· V + 2ε.

This means that seller i has an ex-post incentive to deviate from his strategy σi = h, regardless
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of his beliefs about t−i. Hence, there is no ex post equilibrium in which a low-type seller i who

chooses σi = h is from a group Nk that belongs to set O. Suppose now that o > 0 and let

Nk ∈ O. Let also Nj /∈ O be a group with j � k (such a group must exist by construction of

the Devil’s Menu). From (8) and (10), and using the fact that high-type sellers always report

their type truthfully because doing otherwise is weakly dominated, we obtain

mk −mj = nH
k −mj ≤ nH

k − nH
j = E

[
nH
k

]
− E

[
nH
j

]
, (12)

where the first equality holds because we have shown that in a group belonging to O all sellers

report their types truthfully. Accordingly, k � j. But this is in contradiction with Nk ∈ O and

Nj /∈ O. Hence, in any ex post equilibrium, it must be that o = 0. We stress that this holds

independently of the sellers’ beliefs about the type distribution for the other sellers.

Case II: 1T = 1

In this case, 1C′ = 1 and

ui(σi = l)− ui(σi = h) =θ −
(
q − c
t
· (V + ε) +

t− q + c

t
· ε
)
> 0,

since
q − c
t
· (V + ε) +

t− q + c

t
· ε < q

k̄
· V + 2ε ≤ θ,

where the strict inequality holds since o = 0. Hence, there is no ex post equilibrium in which a

low-type seller i that chooses σi = h is from a group Nk that belongs to set T . As in the above

case, this holds independently of the beliefs held by the sellers about the type distribution for

the other sellers.

Case III: 1C = 1

Let Nj be a group belonging to T with k � j. Such a group must exist due to the construction

of a Devil’s Menu, as we have already seen that set O must be empty in all ex post equilibria.

From Case II, we know that mj = nH
j . Moreover, from (8) and (10), and using the fact that

high-type sellers always report their type truthfully,

mk −mj = nH
k −mj > nH

k − nH
j = E

[
nH
k

]
− E

[
nH
j

]
, (13)

so j � k, a contradiction. Hence, there is no ex post equilibrium in which a low-type seller i who

chooses σi = h is from a group Nk that belongs to set C. Once more, this holds independently

of the beliefs held by the sellers about the type distribution for the other sellers.

Finally, we claim that if all sellers report their type truthfully, this is an ex post equilibrium.

Recall that high-quality sellers always send message h, as doing otherwise is weakly dominated.

To prove the claim, let σ∗ denote the truth-telling strategy profile (conditional on type) and

suppose that a low type-quality citizen decides to deviate from σ∗ and send message h. By
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doing so, the difference in ex-post utility—assuming (8) is known—is equal to

ε−
(
q

k̄
· θ +

k̄ − q
k̄
· 2ε
)
< 0.

Hence, seller i has no incentive to deviate, so σ∗ is an ex post equilibrium.

Proof of Proposition 5. Consider an equilibrium of game DSG. The first observation is that

for any given period, it is weakly dominated for high-quality sellers to not reveal their type.

This means that these sellers will send message h in both period t = 1 and period t = 2.

Hence, for our analysis, it suffices to focus on sellers owning items of low quality. Let i denote

a low-quality seller different from seller j. Assume now that no matter what seller i’s message

in period t = 1 is, the game moves to period t = 2. In this case, the payoff to seller i does

not depend on his action in period t = 1. Because we assume that sellers do not play stage-

dominated strategies, we can further focus on the case where the probability that the game will

proceed to period t = 2 depends on seller i’s message in period t = 1.

Note that if period t = 2 is attained along the equilibrium path, all sellers will report their

type truthfully in such a period. This follows from Theorem 1. This means that in this case,

seller i (belonging to some group Nk) expects utility

ūi := δ ·
[
q

k̄
· θ +

k̄ − q
k̄
· 2ε
]
> 0,

while seller j expects

ūj :=
q

k̄
· θ +

k̄ − q
k̄
· 2ε > 0.

Since we have ruled out the case where the probability that the game proceeds to period t = 2

is the same no matter whether seller i sends message h or message l, we distinguish two cases.

In either case, the message sent by seller i must have an impact on the outcome of the Devil’s

Menu in period t = 1 with positive probability.

The first case is that the probability that the game proceeds to period t = 2 is higher if seller i

sends message h than if he sends message l. There are two possibilities: first, Nk ∈ O if seller i

sends message h and Nk ∈ T if seller i sends message l; second, Nk ∈ T if seller i sends message h

and Nk ∈ C if seller i sends message l. In either case, let ph (pl) denote the probability that the

game moves to period t = 2 if seller i sends message h (l), with 0 ≤ pl < ph ≤ 1. The expected

gain for seller i from sending message l instead of message h in the first case is equal to

(1− pl) ·
(
q − c
t
· θ +

t− q + c

t
· 2ε
)

+ pl · ūi − (1− ph) · ε− ph · ūi, (14)
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while in the second case, the expected gain is equal to

(1− pl) · θ + pl · ūi − (1− ph) ·
(
q − c
t
· (V + ε) +

t− q + c

t
· ε
)
− ph · ūi. (15)

Because ε can be chosen to be arbitrarily small and that our arguments below are not tight,

we let ε = 0. On the one hand, since ph ≤ 1, we can easily see that

(1− pl) ·
q − c
t
· θ > (ph − pl) · δ ·

q

k̄
· θ

is implied by
q − c
t

> δ · q
k̄

=
k̄ · (q − c)

q · (k̄ − o− c)
.

The latter inequality holds provided that

δ <
k̄

q · (k̄ − 1 + q)
.

Indeed, it suffices to note that

k̄

q · (k̄ − 1 + q)
≤ k̄ · (q − c)
q · (k̄ − c)

≤ k̄ · (q − c)
q · (k̄ − o− c)

,

where the first inequality holds since it must be the case that c ≤ q − 1 and (q − c)/(k̄ − c)
is a decreasing function of c (also recall that q < k̄). In turn, the second inequality holds

since o ≥ 0. Thus expression (14) is positive if ε > 0 is sufficiently small. On the other hand,

(1− pl) · θ + pl · ūi − (1− ph) · θ − ph · ūi
=θ · (ph − pl)− ūi · (ph − pl) = (θ − ūi)(ph − pl) > 0.

Thus expression (15) is also positive if ε > 0 is sufficiently small.

The second case is that the probability that the game proceeds to period t = 2 is higher if

seller i sends message l than if he sends message h. However, by construction of a Devil’s

Menu, this cannot occur, as all else being equal, the probability that the buyer will attain her

goal in a given execution of a Devil’s menu is (weakly) larger if the number of sellers sending

message l in a given group increases.

That is, we have proved that truth-telling is a necessary condition for an equilibrium for all

sellers i 6= j. If seller j also sends message l in period t = 1, it must be the case that all groups

have the same chance to be chosen in such a period. In particular, seller j expects utility

q

k̄
· θ +

k̄ − q
k̄
· 2ε.
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Now, if seller j deviates and sends message h in period t = 1, his group will not be selected

in period t = 1. Yet, the buyer will be able to attain her goal in this period (and she will

be certain of that with probability one), and thus the game will not proceed to period t = 2.

Accordingly, upon deviation, seller j expects utility ε, which is lower than the utility he expects

by reporting his type truthfully in period t = 1, since

q

k̄
· θ +

k̄ − q
k̄
· 2ε ≥ ε.

Hence, seller j will report his type in period t = 1. This completes the proof of the proposition.
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